
GFL Optimisation 

What sets TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s GFL Optimisation apart?
Gaming Floor Live’s Optimisation module enables casinos to get accurate real-time data 
of what is happening on their gaming floor enabling them to make instant changes.

Dynamic Table Management
Gaming Floor Live’s Optimisation module provides operators 

with dynamic table management to optimise, not only staff 

performance at all levels, but also the flow and design of the 

gaming floor itself. Gaming Floor Live gives operators the 

opportunity to quantify every connected table on the casino 

floor. 

A constant flow of gaming data feeds into the system offering 

never before accessed insights into the performance of 

dealers, tables and game speeds, highlighting areas and 

processes that can be improved upon in real-time. 

Roulette Wheel Analysis
With the addition of Roulette Wheel Analysis as part of the 

Optimisation module, operators are able to maintain their 

TCSJOHNHUXLEY wheels, as well as other manufacturers’ 

wheels, at peak efficiency. Roulette Wheel Analysis allows 

complete visibility of a wheel’s performance and can highlight and 

detect any bias. 

Roulette Wheel Analysis allows operators to assign wheels to 

certain tables and collect data in the background to generate 

concise and detailed reports that constantly check a wheel’s 

integrity. These reports provide easy-to-read diagrams that 

illustrate acceptable and unacceptable levels of performance and 

bias. If an untoward bias is detected, detailed reports provide drop 

zone information, number of spins and date ranges. 

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com

Features & Benefits

Monitor live tables & make real-time changes to improve 
performance

View dealer stats & performance 

Be alerted immediately to security risks

Gain visibility into real-time Roulette wheel performance 

Review historical Roulette wheel service and maintenance 
information

Gain quick insight into the number of active players at each table 
and the instantaneous or average revenue

Manage Pit layouts and assign dealers and equipment to tables

Access data from anywhere through the secure browser-based 
dashboard

Pull a wide range of operational reports to analyse casino 
performance

Available as just one module of the Gaming Floor Live System
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Pre-Required Hardware

TIB
SIB
Dealer Console
Server with Core Software
Table Display

Pre-required Hardware for  
GFL Optimisation Roulette

Roulette table 
Roulette Wheel 
Chipper Champ 2

Pre-required Hardware for  
GFL Optimisation Sicbo 

Dice Shaker
Sicbo Table

Pre-required Hardware for  
GFL Optimisation Baccarat 

Baccarat Table
Card Shoe (Angel or Bee)

Other Optional Requirements Min/Max Display

Let’s get technical

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com
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Dashboard and Management
Built using robust protocols and databases that can be 

integrated into the casino’s existing IT infrastructure, Gaming 

Floor Live is ultra-secure. GFL Optimisation’s drag-and-drop 

web-based dashboard allows floor managers to replicate their 

pit layouts simply and efficiently. Pit Bosses and dealers can be 

assigned to each table and operators can see how the pits and 

individual tables are performing in real-time, in simple colour 

coding with highlighted event activity. 

In addition, all enabled technologies can be assigned to 

the relevant tables, allowing maintenance and upkeep of 

equipment to be proactive, rather than reactive. 

Gaming Floor Live System
Built as a modular system, Gaming Floor Live is scalable and 

allows operations to build their own system using varying 

combinations of the five modules. Like building blocks, operators 

are able to add as many modules as they desire onto their base 

platform, in order to suit their unique needs.


